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Lilacs can have a long season of blooms, depending on
species and variety. They are a wonderful old-fashioned
plant that should be used more often.
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them directly for reprint permission.
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From The Editor
Welcome to the Spring edition of Organic Gardens Today!
It’s here! It’s here! This is a gardener’s dream time. We have been bottled up
inside all winter, and our souls are yearning to get our hands dirty again. Here in
the northeast we have experienced a very mild, minimal snow winter. Even though
we may have enjoyed this winter weather, we need to get ready for the increased
work this will create in our gardens. Warmer weather means more weeds sprouting earlier and being more aggressive in growth. I have personally seen the bane
of my garden, ground ivy, flourishing quite well and spreading already. Since we are in the very beginning of
our growing season, I’ve been using a tried and true method of eradication: boiling water. Once I find the
base of the plant, I just pour the water on the base and within a few hours the plant withers. Be careful not
to pour the water near bulbs that are sprouting. The weeds closest to plants will need to be pulled by hand.
Also our pests will be around in ever increasing numbers. Whether we are talking insects or animals, both
populations will be an ever increasing nuisance. You will need to be diligent in observing your plants and
when you see the start of damage from insects, get a glass jar ½ filled with rubbing alcohol and start picking!
God gave us the easiest, least toxic pesticide we can use – it is called our fingers. If squishing or dropping
them in the glass jar gives you the heebie-jeebies, then put some gloves on and get to work. Preventive work
in the garden will save you hours of work in the summer.

Organic Gardens Today magazine is a resource for you to be the best gardener you can be. If you want
to see an article on a particular subject, let me know by sending an e-mail to
editor@organicgardenstoday.com and I will do my best to make sure it will be in a future issue. Are you a
gardening ‘expert’ that would like to write for us and help share the organic principles the magazine
conveys? Whether you have a gardening degree from a college or “dirt” educated, send me an e-mail with
the subject and article you want to cover. This magazine will only be a success by having a variety of writers
sharing their expertise with other like-minded gardeners.
If you like what we have accomplished with Organic Gardens Today, please share us with your family,
friends, coworkers and fellow gardeners. We rely on word of mouth advertising to spread the word about
the magazine, and I thank you in advance for supporting us. You can “like us” on Facebook and all of the
social media web sites with one click on our web site’s homepage. The more you spread the word, the more
writers will want to be part of this new creation, meaning even more information for you, our reader.
Good Luck, have a great spring, and more importantly, take a few minutes to stop and enjoy not only
your garden, but also your gardening friends creations. A garden is an ever-changing palette from one
season to the next, one day to the next, so ENJOY!

David Daehnke, Editor

MEET OUR WRITERS
DAVID DAEHNKE, THE GARDENING GURU, EDITOR
David is a seasoned gardener and lecturer, helping both the novice and experienced gardener. His fun and informative lectures are widely requested throughout the Northeast.
Over the past 12 years, David has successfully managed three public gardens as Executive
Director, but his true love is communicating proper gardening practices and creating gardens of beauty. Previously David owned his own successful landscape design,
maintenance and build firm for over 10 years. It was in this experience that he decided to communicate to
people the joys of gardening and how they could accomplish the same results on their own, assisting the
growing DIY segment of homeowners in New Jersey. He received his B.S. Degree in 1984 in Ornamental
Horticulture at Delaware Valley College. He was an advisory board member ans adjunct professor for the
Horticulture department at Bergen Community College in New Jersey. David is widely known from his radio
show “The Gardening Guru” on WGHT 1500 AM, and can also be heard monthly on Martha Stewart's
Sirius Radio program "Morning Living with Betsy Karetnick". He is a horticultural consultant on his
Internet Web page, www.thegardeningguru.com. Contact David through his web site for current lecture
schedule and to make arrangements for your own presentation.
SUZANNE VANOVER
Suzanne VanOver has always had a passion for plants. By the age of three, she could
identify every vegetable by its leaf in her uncle’s garden where she spent a majority of
her childhood. This ignited a curiosity that has followed her throughout her life and
career. Her home gardens are filled with plants from both grandmothers and many
family members and friends who have shared with her along the way. After becoming
a massage therapist over ten years ago, her attraction to the plant kingdom lead her along nature’s path to
the use essential oils for health and wellness. She regularly hold Wellness Workshops, educating about a
variety of ways to incorporate essential oils into our daily lives. Suzanne has always called New Jersey her
home where she is raising her three teenage boys with her husband, Bill.
LAURA TAYLOR
Laura Taylor is passionate about organic vegetable growing at her home in the in the
San Fernando Valley. She sowed her first vegetable patch over 17 years ago with a
vari- ety of summer vegetables. With each spring Laura found herself creating
additional garden spaces to accommodate her growing obsession with home grown
vegetables and tomatoes.
Laura now grows a riot of season vegetables along with over 90 varieties of tomatoes.
She brings her passion for growing, cooking, teaching and bringing people together
through her company, Laura Taylor at Home. She has become a hub for education, inspiration and
encour- agement for inspired living and enjoying home growing, culinary arts and entertaining. Classes
are offered in topics related to growing vegetables, cooking and needlearts. In addition, Laura has
created a line of tomato-themed stationery as well as authored and self-published Tomato Calendar and
Growing Guide. The 2012 Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide will soon be available through Laura’s
website, www.LauraTaylorAtHome.com

MEET OUR WRITERS (continued)
LORRAINE FOLEY
Lorraine Foley is a professional gardener with many years experience working with organic
methods. She attended the Salesian College of Horticulture in Warrenstown, County Meath
and was awarded a science degree in horticulture. She is participating in a Masters course in
Rural Conservation and Management in University College Dublin. This course increases
awareness of the conservation value of various rural habitats and ecosystems. Her lifelong interest in nature is coupled with her passion for gardening and plants, in particular wildflowers. Her college
thesis researched wildflowers of the market town of Trim in County Meath and revealed life in medieval
times by the amount of unusual herbs identified. This is now published as a booklet by Meath Heritage,
called “Medieval Plants of Trim”. Lorraine also has a passion for botanic illustrating and uses many of her
own drawings in her publications.
STEVE BATES
Steve Bates is a veteran writer and editor. He is a lifelong gardener who has visited
gardens in the U.S. and abroad. He hopes to become a certified landscape designer and
to work toward designation as a master gardener. While Steve was in college, he
received a scholarship from the Virginia chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists. Steve received a bachelor’s degree from the College of William and Mary and embarked in a career in newspaper, magazine and web journalism,
starting with small local papers and including a 14-year stint at The Washington Post,
where he was an editor and a staff writer, covering government, politics, education and transportation. Steve
has met two presidents and has won numerous individual writing awards for news, features and edito- rials.
His articles at The Post ranged from investigative reporting to features about people. In 1990, he shared a
Washington-Baltimore Newspaper Guild award for public service for coverage of the roots of a race riot in
Virginia Beach, Va. His favorite article was the story of a rural U.S. family and a Bolivian family who bonded
while a Philadelphia surgeon performed a desperate, life-saving operation simultaneously on one child from
each family by dividing an adult donor’s liver in half and transplanting a piece into each child. In addition to
these awards, Steve received many handwritten notes from then-Post Publisher Donald Graham praising the
quality and impact of Steve’s work.
Steve has appeared on local television programs, such as the Fox Morning News in Washington, where he
discussed his interviews with survivors of a headline-making plane crash in the Potomac River. He has been a
panelist on locally televised political debates and has made presentations to professional associations, hosting two awards ceremonies for the Virginia Press Association.
Steve currently works as a web news editor. His site, www.shrm.org/hrnews, was honored in 2009 as the
best news site of any U.S. not-for-profit organization. The same year, he and his team won a prestigious
Jesse H. Neal award for producing the best department in a business publication (HR Magazine) in the
country.
Steve has served on his homeowner association’s Open Space Committee and is an avid baseball fan. He
grew up in Arlington, Va., and lives in Ashburn, Va., a Washington suburb near Dulles International Airport.
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GARDEN TIPS FOR MARCH
* When the weather warms up, you can set out plants of pansies as long as the ground and garden centers are ready.
They will continuously bloom if the blossoms are kept picked.
* Fast growing vines, like scarlet runner bean, the hyacinth bean, passion flower, and to some extent clematis vines
are great candidates to plant against ugly fences or walls.
* Annuals can be started in the house towards the middle of the month. Sweet peas can be planted directly into the
ground when it is ready.
* The Winter coverings of perennials can be removed by the end of the month. It is best to do it on a cloudy day, and
remember to recycle those branches!
* Give your lilacs a light coating of lime. They prefer an alkaline soil, which is not commonly found in this area.
* Hardy roses can be pruned as soon as you are sure that chances of an extreme freeze have past.
* Hardy chrysanthemums and other late-flowering perennials can be divided when the sprouts begin to show.
* As soon as planting conditions are right, sow the following vegetables outside where they are to grow: peas,
parsnips, spinach, beets, carrots, lettuce, parsley, radishes and salsify. Potatoes may go in early also.
* As always, keep an eye out for insects, eggs or cocoons and destroy them before they get the upper hand.
* Prune shrubs in the month of March if they do not flower until Summer. Prune all Spring flowering shrubs after
they have finished flowering.
* Any shrubs, hedges or trees that have suffered broken limbs due to snowfall or wind can be correctly pruned now.
* Rake your lawn to remove any debris that has accumulated on it over the Winter. For more tips on lawn care, visit
Organic Lawn Care Manual .
* Begin your garden journal now, for future reference on what plants, seeds and other jobs have been great and
which have done poorly.
* A compost heap provides good organic matter for amending your soil. If you do not already have one, begin one
this Spring.
* Bird houses can now be cleaned and disinfected for the new nesting season.
GARDEN TIPS FOR APRIL
* When doing your Spring clean-up, keep a watchful eye out for resprouting perennials. Tread lightly!
* Scatter annual poppy seeds in the borders or wherever you want them to grow. Seeds of other annuals that can be
planted directly can be done as soon as the danger of frost has past.

Send an e-mail with your own gardening tips to:

HGGT@ORGANICGARDENSTODAY.COM
We look forward to hearing from you!

* Clematis paniculata may be cut down almost to the ground. It will make rapid growth and will flower again in the
Fall.
* Lily pools should be drained and cleaned at this time of year before the lilies start to grow. Hardy water lilies can be
purchased and set out now, while tender kinds should be moved out in late May or beginning of June.
* There is no better time to divide perennials than when they first start growing in Spring. Dig the entire clump up and
use your hands to feel where the plant can or cannot be split. Use of a knife to assist in the splitting may be necessary
on tougher, woodier perennials. When replanting the new clumps, make sure to add organic matter to the hole, which
will give the new roots a healthy start.
* The pruning of roses should be completed as soon as possible, cutting back to live wood and cutting the stems even
more if a smaller quantity but better quality of flowers is preferred. Comparatively light pruning will create a
profusion of smaller blooms instead.
* Set out pansy plants as soon as the ground is ready. They will flower continuously if the old blossoms are kept
picked.
* Perennials, roses and other shrubs can all use an application of a 5-10-5 organic fertilizer to give them a jumpstart
for Spring.
* As soon as the weather is settled, cabbage, broccoli, lettuce, and cauliflower can be planted in the garden.
* Defoliation of hawthorn trees is caused by a fungus which can be controlled by spraying now with a fungicide such
as sulfur.
* Hydrangeas, buddleias, and other late flowering shrubs may be cut back to produce a new flush of growth. These
plants flower on new wood and do not produce as well on older wood.
* Lilacs, as well as clematis, like a sweet soil, so an application of lime along with your application of 5-10-5 fertilizer
can be made now.
* Early blooming shrubs can be pruned after they have ceased flowering.
* It is wiser to attack weeds as soon as they appear. They can be eradicated much easier now than when the have
become established.
* Now is a good time to have your soil tested for pH and soil nutrient values. This will serve as a blueprint for your
fertilizer and lime needs for the upcoming year.
GARDEN TIPS FOR MAY
* Peonies require plenty of water to fill out the flower buds and often benefit from an application of organic fertilizer.
* If chrysanthemums and asters have not been divided, this work can be done now before they get too large.
* Nearly all flowers seeds can be directly sown in the garden during the next few weeks. Fine seeds such as petunias
may be kept in place with a light coating of peat moss.
* When seedlings that have been grown in a cold frame or inside the home are ready to be set out, choose a cloudy,
quiet day if possible.
* If you desire large peony blooms, you must pick off the side buds that form along the stem. This will redirect all of
the energy to the lone flower bud at the tip of the stem, otherwise known as the terminal bud. Peonies should also be
staked no before they get too large. A support that encircle the whole plant loosely is the best kind.
* An easy and non-toxic way to kill the weeds that grow in the cracks of your driveway and sidewalk is to pour
boiling water onto these plants. Try not to pour excess that can run off into your existing beds or lawns.

* Chrysanthemums can be made into bushy plants by pinching the tips of the branches judiciously until the end of
June, then allow the shoots to grow. These bushier plants will have more blooms than one not pinched.
* Keep all newly planted trees, shrubs, perennials and roses well watered so that the roots will not dry out.
* Remember to leave the foliage on all spring flowering bulbs until they turn yellow. Even though the plant may be
done flowering, it is now storing the energy needed for next year’s blooms.
* Keep the faded flowers picked from pansies to encourage new blooms.
* Irises should be given an application of bone meal now. Work it into the soil and water thoroughly when done. You
will not see the results this year, but will next year.
* Cut sprays of lilacs freely, but keep in mind the shape of the plant when cutting. Also try to open the plant up with
your pruning cuts to help deter powdery mildew.
* Members of the squash family (also including melons, cucumbers, pumpkins, etc.) should be planted as soon as the
danger of frost has passed. Be sure to plant them is full sun in a well-drained soil.
* New Zealand spinach is a good vegetable for hot, dry weather and can be cut several times during the season.
* Set out tomato, eggplant, pepper and corn by the end of this month for the north, earlier in the south.
* Spring flowering shrubs can be pruned after the blossoming season is over.
* Prepare for the heat that will be with us all too soon. Mulch your perennial borders and rose beds to keep these
plants alive through the summer.
GARDEN TIPS FOR JUNE
* There is still time to plant water lilies in pools or in tubs (which are easy to move). Make sure you add goldfish to
the water features to help cut down on mosquitoes.
* Houseplants can be moved to summer quarters in a partially shaded section of the outdoor garden. Remember that
they are in pots and need regular watering and feeding, especially if they are actively growing. Even better is to
plunge to pots into the ground up to the lips of the pots.
* There is still time to plant dahlia roots, but make sure to set the stakes in the ground at the same time.
* When planting gladiolus corms, try to stagger the plantings by two weeks to create a succession of blooms.
* Early flowering garden plants which spread rapidly, including Phlox, should be divided soon after they have
flowered.
* Portulacas a good old-fashioned, low growing flower for quick results in a hot, exposed situation. You can sow the
seeds at this time or purchase flats are your local garden center.
* Softwood cutting of woody plants are readily made at this time of year.
* If grape hyacinths are permitted to go to seed, they will self-sow over a wide area, which is perfect for a naturalized
setting.
* The foliage of all early blooming bulbs should be left until it is limp or yellow. These plants are storing the energy
(food) needed for blooming next spring.
* The blooming stalks of irises should be removed once the flowers have faded. Do not permit them to go to seed.
* This is a good time to sow seeds of perennials, and can be directly sown into the bed you wish them to grow.
Remember that not all perennials come true from seed.

Spring Ephemerals
By David Daehnke

Nothing, and I mean nothing, says spring to me
more than the woodland flowers that can be seen on
a walk through a local park or naturalized area. You
can package all the daffodils, tulips and crocuses and
they still wouldn’t have the same impact as spring
ephemerals. Many spring ephemerals go dormant in
summer and disappear from view until the following
spring. This strategy is very common in herbaceous
communities of deciduous forests as it allows small
herbaceous plants to take advantage of the high
amount of sunlight reaching the forest floor prior to
the leaf-out of woody plants. Virginia bluebells
(Mertensia virginica) are a perfect example. The
purple buds open to a blue flower (such an unusual
color for early spring), and seemingly in one week
they are gone. But what a color treat they are for
their short time they are there!
Virginia bluebells bloom in early to mid spring and
will continue blooming through early to mid
summer. This, of course, depends on its growing
environment and how much rain we get. Too much
rain and they don’t do too well. They need welldraining soil to prevent them from getting too much
water.
Bluebells flowers will grow to a height of 18 to 24
inches tall so they make a great naturalization plant
for your yard in corners here and there, or even as a
backdrop in your flowers garden behind the other
plants. Their color goes well with other color with
blue hues and even with magentas and reds.

Another favorite of mine is Claytonia virginica,
commonly known as Spring Beauty. This small,
delicate pinkish-white flower can almost be unseen if
you don’t look for them. They will only grow four to
six inches tall, being lost for the passerby who
doesn’t look down, a loss on their part. A great
collection of the naturally occurring plants can be
found at the James A. McFaul Environmental Center
in Wyckoff, New Jersey, up by the sugar shack in the
upper parking area. It was not uncommon to see
thousands of these small beauties in bloom at once,
carpeting the ground in pinkish-white flowers.
Personally I think that Mother Nature is creating her
own spring display in contrast to all of the mass
plantings of daffodils in public parks, saying to us
“Now beat this!”

Claytonia is best grown in average, medium
moisture, well-drained, organically rich, moist, fertile
soils in full sun to part shade. Plant corms 3” deep
and space 3” apart in fall, remembering that it
naturalizes easily by bulb offsets and self-seeding.
This is a welcome addition to your naturalized
garden but can become “weedy” in a more formal
landscape, so always do your homework before
planting.
Trillium (Trillium grandiflorum) is a very unusual
plant. Unusual you say, but from a botanical point
of view, they are quite different from most plants.
Those three green, leafy parts are not actually the
leaves of the plant, but are the flower bracts. The
actual leaves are papery coverings underground
surrounding the rhizome! The large white, red or

yellow flowers cannot go unseen, as these plants can
grow up to 2 feet tall. Trillium favors well-drained,
neutral to slightly acid soils, usually in second- or
young-growth forests. In the Northern parts of its
range it shows an affinity for maple or beech forests,
but has also been known to spread into nearby open
areas.

The one serious problem is people have the tendency
to pick the flowers and stem when they see them,
and this will have a very detrimental effect to the
plant. It can take up to five years for the rhizome to
regenerate another flower, so when walking through
a wooded area, please only take pictures.
A wonderful surprise can be found in the Eastern
United States, but its numbers are dwindling. Pink
Lady Slipper (Cypripedium acaule) is a jewel, like
finding a diamond in the midst of manure.

Pink lady slipper requires acidic soil but tolerates a
range of shade and moisture, though it prefers at

least partial shade and well-drained slopes. It is
usually found in pine forests, where it can be seen in
large colonies, but it also grows in deciduous oak
woods. Because of a fungus association needed for
growth, and the high acid this plant needs, lady
slipper is difficult to grow in the average garden and
is unlikely to survive attempts at transplantation, SO
DO NOT TRY!
Talking about detrimental effects, do you know what
the greatest problem for spring ephemerals are? For
the first time I can say it is not man, at least directly.
The biggest problem is Norway maples. First, this
tree leafs out earlier in spring than our native trees,
not allowing the spring ephemerals enough sunlight
to properly produce and store nutrients for next
year, either making them weaker or even killing
them. Also Norway maples are tremendous
producers of seed, aka Pinocchio noses, which
germinate readily anywhere, so once you have one,
you have 100. Many parks are now trying to
eradicate Norway maples from their native
woodlands in hopes of encouraging the return or
replanting of the spring ephemerals.
So as the warmer weather arrives, don’t just look at
the pristine landscaped beds of your neighbors.
Take a walk in a wooded area and see how many
spring ephemerals you can spot. Even better, take a
camera along and grab a few photos and show them
to your friends, and get them interested in the “other
spring flowers”. Not only will you be amazed at
what is in your local woodlands, you will get a good
walk to combat our laziness during the winter. Last
but not least, take a deep breath and smell Mother
Natures’ natural composting at work!

David Daehnke is widely known as “The
Gardening Guru” and can be heard on WGHT
1500 AM (www.ghtradio.com). David is also
available for lectures and landscape consultations.
Please visit his web site,
www.thegardeningguru.com for more
information. If you have questions for Dave,
please e-mail them to
dave@thegardeningguru.com.

Mulch Early and Often
By Steve Bates

They are not without drawbacks. And they can be
expensive. But just about everyone, including urban
gardeners, can locate a source within a reasonable
distance with a little work.
Some of the most popular and effective organic mulches:
· Bark: often packaged as chips, chunks or nuggets, but

larger quantities are typically found in shredded form.
· Leaves: found just about everywhere, these should be
shredded or composed before application.
· Wood chips: make sure that you get them from a provider who uses untreated wood.
· Pine needles: these can last several years.
· Grass clippings: let them dry before application, and
avoid clippings from lawns treated with herbicides or
infested with weeds.
· Straw: an obvious choice for strawberries; make sure
it doesn’t get matted.
· Sawdust: best if aged before used.
· Newspaper: best if covered with another material.
· Others: hay; cocoa bean hulls; peat moss; crushed
corncobs; groundcovers.

Organic mulches come in many forms and serve a
number of purposes in the garden. Though they take
time and energy to find and to apply properly, their
best benefit is cutting down on weeds—the bane of
many a gardener’s existence. Mid-to-late spring is a
good time to apply mulch.
I think of mulching as an investment. Four hours
spent mulching this weekend will save at least a
dozen hours of weeding over the course of the
growing season. Plus, mulches have a number of
additional benefits: They conserve moisture in the
soil; they help moderate temperatures in the soil;
they reduce soil erosion; they can minimize the
chance that vine-borne crops will rot on the ground;
they reduce the impact of some plant diseases; they
reduce or eliminate the need for cultivation; they
minimize winter damage to roots from rapid freezing
and thawing; they can provide food for
microorganisms in the soil, though they are not a
substitute for fertilizer. And, when applied well,
mulches look great.

Not everyone uses organic mulches exclusively. I
must admit that I use some plastic sheets on paths
and areas away from my vegetable and fruit crops,
covered with wood chips. Some people use gravel or
recycled rubber made from discarded tires.
For those of us who garden for enjoyment rather
than to make a buck, mulch selection comes down to
what’s available in our area, how much it costs, and
how we will use it.
I am fortunate to have my garden plot on a horse
farm a mile from my house. There is a never-ending
supply of compost, fed by horse manure, sawdust,
straw, hay, lawn clippings, leaves and kitchen scraps.
Well-composted manure can be applied to raised
beds after main season crops have emerged, though I
take care to leave at least an inch of space around
tender plant stems so they don’t get burned by
contact. Often, I put a layer or two of newspaper on
the soil before covering it with composed manure. I
have read that most newspapers today use organic
inks, but I’m still a little hesitant to use too much of
it. Having been in the newspaper business since the
1970s, I still recall the oily feel the inks had back in
those days. But the combination of newspaper and
compost seems to work well. As plants grow, they

form a canopy over the mulched areas in my raised
beds, increasing the difficulty for weeds to emerge
and thrive. Weeds do emerge and thrive, despite our
most careful and deep application of mulches, of
course. But they are easier to spot and eliminate by
hand from a well-mulched bed.

Mulches often introduce bad fungi, bacteria and
nematodes, not to mention insects and rodents. They
might even house termites, so keep wood chips away
from buildings. Organic mulches should be added
after plants have been watered, and the mulches
themselves should be moist or they will draw
moisture out of the ground.
Not sure which mulch is best for you? Experiment,
and let us know what works for you.
Steve Bates is a journalist and gardener who lives in
Ashburn, Va. He is the author of “The Seeds of Spring:
Lessons from the Garden” (Create Space/Breaking
Ground Books, 2010).

Paths and larger areas of our gardens can be trickier.
As I mentioned, I use some plastic sheets, covered
with mulch. My mulch of choice is wood chips,
which generally can be purchased and delivered by
the truckload. As long as the provider will swear that
no treated lumber was used, feel free to use wood
chips in most areas other than raised beds and
locations where small seedlings will be emerging.
I use shredded bark on the perennial beds lining the
driveway of my house and around trees and bushes.
Every February, each Scout troop within 20 miles
tries to beat every other Scout troop by being the
first to drop off a flier advertising their spring mulch
sale. You can buy bark by the bag at most home
improvement stores, too.
I have never used pine needles, sawdust, corncobs,
cocoa bean hulls or sawdust as a mulch, but
extension services and environmental science experts
recommend them, so I feel confident that they can be
used as needed.

A few caveats: Some mulches, such as the leaves of
oak trees, are acidic. If you use them extensively, test
your soil pH periodically. Fresh leaves, straw and
even wood chips might decay significantly after they
are applied, causing microorganisms in the soil to
consume lots of nitrogen in the soil and leaving a
deficiency that can be addressed with fertilizer.

Spring Has Sprung!
My climbing rose, Rosa “Paul’s Scarlet”, has climbed
over the garden wall leaving a tangled mess without
so much as a ‘by your leave’. The stems are bare at
this time of year, so with gusto I prune away some
old diseased wood to the base to keep this rose
rejuvenated and rich in luscious blooms. Climbing
roses generally need a light prune to tidy the existing
framework of stems, however once every three years
some fierce work may be required. By removing
straggling stems, I create a framework of healthier
stems that are trained to hug a conifer tree lurking
nearby.
Other varieties of roses benefit from pruning now.
The aim is to cut away thin and war-torn stems to
the base. Next, reduce long stems by a third, making
a cut to an outward facing bud. This encourages
growth outwards, allowing air to circulate within the
shrub. After pruning, apply a thick layer of garden
compost or well rotted manure to provide
nourishment.
Roses are youthful plants thriving on a tough beauty
regime that encourages new growth. You will be
rewarded for your bravery with blooms appearing
from top to base and heady fragrances that evoke hot
lazy summers.

Other spring time tasks include lawn care. Now this
is always announced by the collective roar of
lawnmowers across the country. This is the season
for cutting grass. For many, the lawn plays a pivotal
part of the garden. Its care involves regular cutting
and some feeding. Start the season by cutting the
lawn at its highest setting. Repair bare patches in
lawns by raking and adding grass seed to those
areas. Other care involves spiking the lawn to
improve drainage; it’s not as painful as it sounds!

It is also a great time to consider lawn alternatives.
For wildflower meadows, prepare the ground as you
would for a regular lawn by raking the soil level and
removing weeds. Sow the wildflower seeds, gently
rake the seed into the soil and water regularly until it
germinates. It will take a few seasons before the
meadow fully establishes and annual maintenance is
critical to its long-term success. For greater impact
include snowdrops and bluebells, as well as crocus in
the mix. Wildflower meadows are very beneficial to
wildlife because a greater diversity of plants (flora
and grasses) attract a greater variety of insects and
birds.
It’s a busy time of year however as the summer
progresses your efforts will be rewarded!

Prepping for Tomato Season
I love to grow vegetables, especially in Spring and
Summer. To know me is to know I love tomatoes
and I’ve practically been counting the days until I can
get my tomatoes started. This year, we had an
exceptionally warm and dry winter so it appears we’ll
get off to an early start. No matter when you plant
your tomatoes or how long your growing season may
be, there are things to do to in advance so you’ll be
ready to grow a bounty of fresh vegetables.
pineapple and dense San Marzano, and I always have
a few of everyone’s favorite, Sungold Cherry plants.
The other 20 will be new varieties that I
discover…the ones that just sound too fun to pass
up. These are what I call novelty tomatoes. I choose
them because their descriptions are so unique sometimes they’re unusually colored and sometimes
because the name has a sentimental meaning. The
novelty tomatoes always prove to be a fun surprise
and often become favorites to add to the list.

While I’ve been growing tomatoes for 17 years, my
garden is constantly evolving. I always find
something to improve upon or new to try.
Preparations for this year’s garden actually began last
year when I was careful to note what worked, what
didn’t and things that I’d like to do differently.
If you plan to grow more than a few tomato plants, I
suggest you keep a garden notebook. You’ll want to
keep a record of what varieties you grow, when you
plant them, when they produce and anything notable
that happens during the growing season. It’s
especially important to make notes about each variety
in terms of flavor and texture – which did you love
and which weren’t worth the effort? What type of
recipes did you enjoy with each? The more
information, the better. It will help you plan for the
next season.
I grow about 100 varieties of tomatoes each year.
About 80 will be varieties that I have grown before,
that have been very successful and that I really like. I
grow multiples of my absolute favorites like fruity

When planning what to grow this season try to plant
a diverse selection of varieties. You don’t want to
plant a garden full of beefsteaks that will all come in
at the same time in August. Grow some cherries,
some early producers and, depending on your
particular climate and length of season, choose some
larger varieties that ripen in 80 days or longer.
Remember that the number of days is an
estimate…you can expect to have ripe fruit on that
particular plant in approximately the number of days
written on the tag.

If you’re going to plant in the ground or raised beds
you need to be sure the soil and site are ready to
provide the conditions that tomatoes need to grow. I
find that as my neighbor’s ash tree grows taller my
first two tomato beds stay shady longer than other
areas of my garden. I’ll wait to plant there until a
little later in the season when the sun is higher and
not obstructed. Make sure your planting site gets at
least six hours of sun each day, eight – ten hours for
the larger varieties.

This is the ideal time to get your soil prepped for
your upcoming tomato plants. I ask a lot of my
gardens so I amend the soil with several layers of
organic matter, rich in humus and alive with
beneficial bacteria three times a year. For the past
several years I’ve put down a series of John and
Bob’s products which I believe make a huge
difference in the success of my gardens. I use them
everywhere, not just in my tomatoes. I don’t think
it’s possible to overemphasize the importance of
healthy soil and, for those gardeners who aren’t able
to rotate crops, it’s even more important.

With these tasks done, you’ll be ready to get started
on this year’s tomato garden. If you have my 2012
Tomato Growing Guide and Calendar it will help
you know the next steps to take towards tasty
tomatoes. You’ll also have a convenient place to
mark down the details of all of your tomato activities.

I’m always happy to share what’s going on in my
garden. If you’re not close enough to come by for a
tour or class, feel free to send me an email. Please do
the same for information about 2012 Tomato
Growing Guide and Calendars.
Laura@LauraTaylorAtHome.com
Now, go out and get your soil ready! It’s almost time
to plant!
Laura Taylor is passionate about organic vegetable
growing at her home in the in the San Fernando Valley.
She sowed her first vegetable patch over 17 years ago
with a variety of summer vegetables. With each spring
Laura found herself creating additional garden spaces
to accommodate her growing obsession with home
grown vegetables and tomatoes. Laura now grows a
riot of season vegetables along with over 90 varieties of
tomatoes. She brings her passion for growing, cooking,
teaching and bringing people together through her
company, Laura Taylor at Home. Classes are offered in
topics related to growing vegetables, cooking and
needlearts. In addition, Laura has created a line of
tomato-themed stationery as well as authored and selfpublished Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide. The
2012 Tomato Calendar and Growing Guide is available
through Laura’s website,
www.LauraTaylorAtHome.com

The Old Fashioned Lilac
Lilacs are versatile flowering shrubs, which have a
wide range of uses in the home garden. They can
serve as border plants with smaller shrubs, as corner
plantings, as windscreens, or as flowering hedges.
Both plants and flowers are very attractive. Although
lilacs display flowers that are among the most
delicate and most fragrant of ornamental shrubs, the
plants themselves are among one of the hardiest.
Some varieties can survive winter temperatures of
–60° F. They are therefore suited to all parts of the
United States except the South, where winters are
too mild to provide the plants with the seasonal rest
period they need. Lilac plants often grow and
continue to flower for many years even if totally
neglected. The plants range from 3 feet to as much
as 20 feet in height, depending on the age or type
grown. Most, however, remain under 10 feet. Lilac
flowers can be white, violet, blue, true lilac, pink,
magenta, purple, or variations of these colors.
Depending on the lilac varieties you choose, lilacs
can provide color and fragrance from April through
June.
There are four basic rules for lilac care; provide
good soil, good drainage, plenty of sunlight and
scheduled pruning.
The location for planting your lilac should be chosen
with care. Integrate the lilac with other garden
plants. You may want to plant according to
prevailing winds to make best use of fragrance, so
that a slight breeze with blow the fragrance into an
open window. Avoid planting along walls or among
large trees (or trees which will grow tall). Use
complementary shrubs, plants, or other garden
outcroppings to enhance the appearance before and
after bloom. Lilac spacing should be a minimum of
6 ft. apart, but 10 ft. is better. Crowding invites sky
reaching (tall, lanky plants) and requires more
frequent and drastic pruning.
Lilacs require a minimum of six hours of direct,
daily sunlight. The amount of sunlight dictates the
appearance, color, and quantity of bloom. Too

much sunlight is better than not enough. When
there is a lack of light lilacs will either flower very
little or not at all. This is one of the biggest problems
gardeners encounter.

Good drainage is characterized by the soil’s ability
to retain sufficient moisture to nourish the root
system while still being able to drain off excess
moisture. Lilacs do not thrive in soggy soil. Try
digging a hole about 8 in. in diameter by about 12
in. deep and filling it with water. If the water has not
drained after 1 hour, consider working compost into
the soil, which will help the soil drain faster as well
as add organic nutrients. If there is a drainage
problem, take an empty, clean mayonnaise jar and
fill it with 5 inches of soil. Fill the rest of the jar
with water, secure the lid and shake the jar for a few
minutes making sure the soil is completely mixed
with the water. Place the jar on the counter and
wait 8 hours. You will see three distinct levels in the
soil that has settled out. The bottom level is sand
followed by silt and then by clay. Take a ruler and
measure each level. The perfect soil will be 2” of
sand, 2” of silt, and 1” of clay.

Pruning is something that I have found works best
when pruning on a three to four year cycle. Every
year, remove 25 to 33 % of the plant, starting with
the oldest wood. Pruning in this method helps keep
the plant young and vigorous, producing a
spectacular flower show every spring.
Finally, there are two tips that will keep your lilac
healthy. Lilacs like a sweet soil, so apply lime every
spring around the base of the plant. If you lilac
suffers from powdery mildew, then you need to open
up the plant with good pruning practices, or make
sure that the plant isn’t in a “dead space” air pocket
where airflow is minimal. A good way to control
powdery mildew, and for that case black spot on
roses, purchase an antidessicant, such as Wilt-Pruf,
and spray monthly on the leaves during the growing
season. This will help form a protective barrier on
the leaves keeping the spores from attaching.

Everyone should have a lilac or two on their
property, simply for the fact that the sense of smell is
one of the most memorable and influential on the
mind. I still remember going to my great-aunt’s
house in May, taking flowers from her massive
hedges of common lilac, and bringing them home.
To me, nothing says May and happy memories more
than lilacs!

David Daehnke is widely known as “The
Gardening Guru” and can be heard on WGHT
1500 AM (www.ghtradio.com). David is also
available for lectures and landscape consultations.
Please visit his website, www.thegardeningguru.com
for more information. If you have questions for
Dave, please e-mail dave@thegardeningguru.com.

Essential Oils for Health and
Wellness ~ A Path Paved with
Botanical Extracts
By Suzanne VanOver
The word “Aromatherapy” is finding its way into our
world in many different ways today in dish soap,
pillow sprays, candles, plug-ins … you name it!
However, it’s important to know that there is an
absolute difference between recreational fragrances
and aromaTHERAPY using pure, unadulterated
essential oils. And being the organic farmers that
you are, you can appreciate what that difference is …
PURITY!

It is truly the lifeblood of the plant that defends the
plant against insects, environmental conditions and
disease and acts as the plant’s immune system. The
human body is very synergistic with plants ~ and
just as the essential oil easily passes throughout the
plant itself, it can be absorbed by humans through
the skin, through cell walls, even the blood brain
barrier.

Melissa (Melissa officinalis) field in St. Maries, Idaho

Essential oils are made from shrubs, flowers, trees,
roots, bushes and seeds and are highly concentrated.
In fact, just one drop of peppermint essential oil is
equal to 28 cups of peppermint tea! And, you could
fill a distiller that is 8 feet wide and 14 feet tall with
Melissa, also known as lemon balm, and you would
only ¼ cup of essential oil!
Plants are harvested at the peak of their potency and
distilled in a very specific way so that the chemicals
that are inherent in the plant matter are preserved.
These chemicals are what allow the essential oils to
be effective in a therapeutic way.

Essential oils come from all over the world ~ France
is known for its lavender; Australia for its tea tree, or
melaleuca; Frankincense and myrrh are from the
Middle East; and many exotic oils come from the
Amazon rainforest, such as copaiba, dorado azul,
ocotea and palo santo.

Essential oils can be used for many challenges on
both physical and emotional levels; some people
even use them to enhance themselves spiritually, for
things such as prayer and meditation.
While there are different schools of thought on how
essential oils can be used, I align with the School of
Use Them However You Can (a very French way
of thinking)! But you must keep in mind that not
ALL essential oils should be treated equally. Oils
found in your typical health food store that say
“100% Pure Essential Oil” may contain only 5%
essential oil and the rest “other” ~ because there
are no standards in place for therapeutic use. The
only standards that are in place in the world today
are for perfumes, a.k.a. recreational fragrancing.
It is crucial to know that the essential oil you use is
made by a company that does not adulterate or add
any extenders or carrier oils to their essential oil,
which in many cases can dilute or even eliminate
the effectiveness of the product and in some cases
can even be extremely toxic,

I thought it would be helpful as we approach the
time of year when we go from the preparation to
planting stage in our gardening world to know
about some oils that could be helpful for the
organic gardener.
~ natural anti-histamine to alleviate
allergies; relieves sunburns; soothes skin irritation
~ helps relieve itching from poison
ivy/sumac; one drop on a tick will back out of the
body, head and all; cools you down on a hot
summer day; also helps soothe sore muscles
(blend made with citronella,
lemongrass, tea tree, lavindin and myrtle) ~
excellent natural bug repellent
(blend made with wintergreen,
helichrysum and peppermint) ~ relieves pain and
inflammation with those sore gardening muscles

My personal choice is to use Young Living
Essential Oils. I choose to use these oils and
products made with these oils over ALL OTHERS
on the market because of their commitment to
provide only the very purest and most potent of
products on the market today. I have personally
visited their farms and witnessed their distilling and
bottling processes and was extremely impressed.
This being said, I use Young Living oils on my skin,
I diffuse them into the air, I inhale them and I even
take them internally!
Essential oils can also be very versatile. Peppermint
essential oil, for example, can be used for many
different purposes from relieving inflammation and
pain to soothing indigestion to improving
concentration and suppressing the appetite. So
you can imagine the possibilities of what blending
several oils together can do for you!!

Happy Gardening!!

some geranium species of plants were so distinct that
they should be in a different genus, formally
transferred them from Geranium to Pelargonium.
However, for reasons unknown, this change in
names was not accepted by all botanists and garden
writers. A theory exists that H.C. Andrews, a prolific
and popular garden writer and illustrator in the early
1800’s, rejected the name Pelargonium in his book
on geraniums, thus firmly attaching the name
Geranium to all members of the family including the
group of widely grown garden plants – namely the
zonal or bedding geranium, correctly known today
as Pelargonium x hortorum -- thus leaving us with
nomenclatural confusion.

The bedding plants gardeners plant out in late spring
and bring inside in autumn are commonly known as
geraniums; but geraniums they are not. They are
pelargoniums. True geraniums are the cranesbills,
hardy North American and European herbaceous
perennials; while pelargoniums are semi-tender or
tender plants, mostly from South Africa, that have
graced our gardens with their large flowers for
decades.
We have to remember that botany wasn’t an exact
science in the 17th century when the first geraniums
and pelargoniums were introduced. So, based on the
shape of their fruit, plant collectors generally lumped
both together as “geranium.”
To tackle the complex history of geranium or
pelargonium, one has to confront the use of common
names versus scientific ones. Scientific names give
individuals a common language by which they could
communicate with other people, no matter the
country they are from or what their mother tongue
might be.
In 1753 the famous and influential Swedish botanist,
Linnaeus, published his two-volume book called
Species Plantarum, in which he attempted to pull
together the names and descriptions of all known
plants. He placed all geranium and pelargonium
plant species in the genus Geranium. A few years
later, the French botanist L’Heritier, noting that

Perhaps we shouldn’t worry too much about the
name. To change the common usage of a longstanding name like geranium is probably an
unrealistic goal, so with the addition of some
descriptive prefixes – hardy geraniums, zonal
geraniums, regal geraniums, or scented geraniums –
communication using common names, in this
specific case, can be made more precise. For
purposes of our discussion, geranium refers to the
tender garden plants, while hardy geranium alludes
to the cold hardy perennials.

Discovered in South Africa, the first geranium
plants, Pelargonium triste, quickly gained acceptance
in England in the 17th century. A slew of more
discoveries followed: fragrant P. cucullatum, one of
the ancestors of Regal geraniums, was first collected
by the German-born Dutch botanist, Paul Hermann;
P. peltatum, the ivy-leaved geranium, introduced to
the Netherlands by Willem Adriaan van der Stelin
1700, but not until 1774 to England’s genteel; and
finally, the striking flowered P. inquinans and P.
zonale, both of which are responsible for the
complex hybrids of P. x hortorum, the familiar form
of geranium so popular today.
But it wasn’t until 1786 when Thomas Jefferson
shipped the plant from France to noted Philadelphia
horticulturist, John Bartram, that the geranium
finally grabbed the attention of gardeners in America.

Fascination with these plants continued over the next
century, and Robert Sweet’s five-volume book on
geraniums, published between 1810 and 1820,
became the definitive guide to this delightful plant
variety.
Geraniums have been so widely crossed by plantsmen
over the centuries that the plethora of new breeds has
inevitably resulted in the tragic loss of many old
cultivars. However, the enthusiasm shown for new
discoveries and strains has never faded.

Traditionally, plants were grown from cuttings
(vegetatively propagated). However, since geraniums
are subject to bacterial diseases, and cuttings can
transmit such diseases, methods have been developed
for propagating geraniums from seed instead of
cuttings. In l962, Dr. Richard Craig of Pennsylvania
State University in developing a technique for seed
scarification (nicking), bred the first commercially
successful open-pollinated, seed propagated geranium,
‘Nittany Lion Red’, a bright red geranium with single
flowers. Four years later, Dr. Lowell Ewartof Joseph
Harris Seed Company developed the first F1 hybrid
geranium from seed. These first hybrids, designated as
part of the ‘Moreton’ series of geraniums, were
‘Moreton White,’ ‘Scarlet Picotee,’ ‘Red,’ ‘Scarlet’
(‘New Era’) and ‘Deep Salmon.’ Two years later,
three colors – ‘Bright Pink,’ ‘Deep Salmon’ and
‘Scarlet’ in the PanAmerican Seed Company’s
‘Carefree’ series went on to win the coveted AllAmerica Selections (AAS) awards.
And it didn’t stop there. The early blooming ‘Sprinter’
series, the result of a pioneering collaboration between
Goldsmith Seeds of the U.S. and Sluis & Groot of the
Netherlands, introduced the classy rose-pink
‘Showgirl,’ another AAS Winner. Prior to the 1990’s
all hybrids were from diploid geraniums. But in 1991,
PanAmerican Seed Company had a major
breakthrough in ‘Freckles,’ a tetraploid hybrid,
another AAS Winner (l991). Tetraploids have twice
the number of chromosomes as diploids and produce
huskier plants with thicker stems and bigger flowers.

One of the first ivy-leaf geraniums from seed, Summer
Showers series from Pan American Seed Co., have
attractive emerald-green leaves which provide the
perfect backdrop to large, loose clusters of single
flowers in gorgeous shades of red, rose, lavender,
magenta and near white. Exhibiting a gentle cascading
habit and better branching without pinching, they are
ideal for hanging baskets and containers.
We know dark foliage is “in” – a trend probably begun
with the introduction of the dark-leaved coral bells,
Heuchera ‘Palace Purple.’ In the geranium family,
none is more exciting than the novel 2002 AAS
Winner, ‘Black Velvet Rose,’ with solid nearly
charcoal, chocolate-brown leaves enhanced with only a
narrow strip of green which contrasts nicely with the
bright-rose blooms.

Geraniums are a promiscuous clan, cultivars number
in the thousands – but so few standouts. The number
one thing gardeners want is not another red geranium,
but a plant they can count on.
In vegetative breeding, one such revolutionary
breakthrough, bringing together the best features of
ivy and zonal geraniums established a new geranium
class, Pelargonium hortorum-interspecific. Two
exceptional series from Syngenta – the Calliope and
Caliente – offer vivid flower colors, tremendous
branching characteristics and vastly improved disease
resistance.
The excellent performing Caliente series (‘Coral,’
‘Deep Red,’ 2005) look and behave more like ivy
geraniums. Subsequent jaw-dropping introductions,
‘Hot Coral,’ ‘Pink’ and the best of the best, ‘Orange,’
2010, are naturally early flowering with large shatterresistant flowers, dense, mounding plants exhibiting
extreme heat-tolerance, thus giving gardeners reliable
plants with a continuous supply of carefree glowing
color all summer long, even under extreme weather
conditions.
While most ivy-zonal crosses look more like ivies, the
Calliope series leans toward its zonal parentage. First

introduced in 2008, the robust flowering ‘Calliope
Dark Red’ really stands out. Covered with intense,
semi-double, dark-red flowers, it is the true dark-red
of the ivies, unmatched by any zonal plant. With the
addition of ‘Scarlet Fire’ in 2009, these plants excel
as expressive additions around patios and porches.

Purple Sizzle (2010) are the gems, with Violet taking
top honors, named ‘Best of Show’ in the 2009 Penn
State University trial gardens.

For gardeners living in warm climate zones, Fides
2009 introductions in the Master Idols series cannot
be beat. Bred specifically for excellent performance in
Grandiosa Regals is Dummen’s new geranium
warm conditions, the series of uniform, upright 15interspecific series in a cross between three geranium 19 inch tall plants in a rainbow of enticing colors –
species (pelargonium x domesticum x crispum).
‘Red,’ ‘Scarlet Red’, ‘Coral,’ ‘Pink,’ ‘Neon Purple’
Although the flowers look like Regal geraniums the
and ‘White’ – brandish fantastic branching habits,
plants act like zonals, representing a new benchmark one plant can easily fill out a patio container.
in one of the showiest spring bloomers. Available in
five colors, the relatively small Grandiosa geraniums The big question here is which of them to choose.
break from the Regal tradition by flowering
There are so many forms and species available today;
throughout the hottest of summers.
the best thing to do is choose the plants in bloom.

Both the Pelargonium and the Geranium belong to
the family of Geraniaceae, which, thus far, also
includes Erodium, Sarcocaulon and Monsonia.
Pelargonium, derived from the Greek word pelargos,
which means stork, and Geranium, from the Greek
word geranos, meaning crane, share the same
singular characteristic common to all these genera -the fruit resembling a bird’s beak.

Common or Zonal Geraniums (Pelargonium x
hortorum) – This is the classic bedding plant, which
An introduction from Ball FloraPlant, the Candy
Flowers® Series of Regal geraniums (Pelargonium x typically comes to mind when someone says
“geranium.” Deriving its name from the “zoned” leaf
domesticum), feature medium-sized flowers in a
markings, it thrives both in containers as floriferous
impressive array of bright colors and beautiful
patterns. These beauties, Bright Red, Dark Red, Pink single specimens as well as planted out in swaths
awash with color in the landscape requiring minimum
with Eye, Violet and Bicolor (2011), are the very
care, making it one of the most rewarding and
showy floosies of the geranium family – truly
versatile plants in the garden.
flamboyant and flashy. They flower early in the
season, then, with just a bit of extra care, continue
Most commonly available in single- or doubleflowering even in the heat of summer providing
flowered types, the upright, mounding, typically 1– 2
gardeners a standout display in containers.
foot tall plants have blossoms that range in an
The large, colorful, semi-double flowered Fantasia® amazing array of color from pristine white, to
Series of zonal geraniums, also from Ball FloraPlant, salmon, pink, orange, magenta, lavender and brilliant
red, to numerous flashy variations of bi-colored
show a great deal of heat tolerance. Available in 11
blossoms.
electrifying colors, Strawberry Sizzle, Violet and

Within this group are “stellars” with thin, spiky starshaped petals and leaves; unusual tulip-flowered
types, cactus-flowered, spotted and speckled bird’s
egg and pompon rosebuds of which the white-andpink bi-colored ‘Appleblossom Rosebud’ is simply
bewitching. There are dwarfs (less than 10” tall) like
the profusely blooming “deacons,” and miniatures
less than 6” tall.
The only zonals not grown primarily for the
blossoms are the fancy-leaved varieties. Nearly every
group of geranium cultivars, except for the F1
hybrids, includes a few with variegated foliage.
Developed in Victorian times, when stylized
flowerbeds and symmetrical forms of garden design
were in vogue, fancy-leaved geraniums produce
leaves in shades varying from very pale, yellowish
green to dark green to a dark band containing
reddish pigment. The differences in the extent that
the three colors overlap create a plethora of plants all
with different patterns of colored leaves.
Regal and Angel Geraniums (Pelargonium
domesticum) – The Regals, which are also known as
Martha Washington geraniums, are bushy plants
with large blossoms, single or double flowers in
dramatic colors and patterns. Regals tend to be
spring blooming, requiring cool nighttime
temperatures to bud. Angels are smaller versions of
Regals developed for their dazzling blooms which
look somewhat like pansies.
Scented-Leaf Geranium (Pelargonium domesticum)
– Scented-leaf geraniums are coveted heirloom
plants, still grown today for their pleasing fragrance,
unusual foliage, delicate flowers, essential oil and
culinary use. The scent, created by oils in the leaves,
is released when the leaves are rubbed or bruised.
The fragrance of a scented-leaf geranium may
remind you of roses, lemons, cloves, nutmeg, pine,
peppermint, apple, pineapple, chocolate, coconut
and all kinds of other virtually indescribably spicy
fragrances.
Ivy-Leaf Geranium (Pelargonium peltatum) – Plants
with long, brittle stems full of sculptured, ivy shaped
leaves and gracefully trailing habits, they are

immensely popular for hanging baskets, windowboxes and containers. Flowering abundantly
throughout the summer, they have smaller, looser
flower umbels of single, semi-double or double
blossoms in shades of deep maroon, red or pink.
Starting Geraniums from Seed
Geraniums have a proven record as popular bedding
plants. Traditionally, they were grown from cuttings;
however, in recent years seed-grown hybrid
geraniums have become popular with gardeners.
Yes, seed for an F1 hybrid single flowered zonal is a
bit more expensive, but you are guaranteed
reliability. They possess excellent vigor, heat
tolerance, disease resistance and are free blooming.
Geraniums are easy to grow from seed, but they are
rather slow growing. Sow seeds indoors eight to ten
weeks prior to the last average frost date in your
area, or from the date when you’d be setting out
other warm-weather annuals. Flowering generally
occurs 12 to 16 weeks after sowing.
Fill clean individual pots, flats or shallow containers
having good drainage with a thoroughly moistened,
sterile seed-starting mix to within a half-inch of the
top. Tamp the mix gently.
Sow one or two seeds per pot or cell if using flats.
Sow seed in rows 2 to 3 inches apart and cover with
about l/8 inch of the medium. Mist the mix with
enough water to moisten it thoroughly. Label, cover
with a sheet of clear plastic or place in a plastic bag
and tie it shut with a twist tie to insure a uniform
moisture level during the germination period.

Set the container in a warm location, out of bright
light, keeping the growing medium between 70° and
75°F (21° - 24°C) by placing it on a heating mat or
warm surface.

plants – such as pink-flowered ivy geraniums interplanted with blue or white trailing lobelia.
Geraniums as Bedding Plants

Geraniums are popular garden plants because of their
Seedlings usually emerge in one to two weeks.
Remove the plastic covering and keep the mix evenly long-lasting flower displays, even under adverse
moist – but not soggy – by watering from the bottom. weather conditions. Plants currently available are
seed grown, providing a longer display of color that
When the tiny plants have 3 or 4 leaves, transplant
lasts well into fall. They look good in a bed all by
them into cell packs or individual 2 ¼-inch or larger themselves, mixed-in with other annuals, or wherever
pots. Seedlings growing in individual pots or cells
there is a need for a splash of vibrant color. Warm
need only thinning. Snip the weakest seedling with
weather plants, geraniums should not be planted
scissors so that only the strongest-looking one
outdoors until all danger of frost is past and the soil
remains.
has warmed.
Grow seedlings under fluorescent lights with the
lights on for 12 to 14 hours, or in a south facing
window with direct, unobstructed sunlight.
Water thoroughly when the soil surface is dry to the
touch and fertilize weekly with a one-quarter strength
houseplant fertilizer. Pinch tips to encourage
branching.
Harden the plants outdoors and plant when the
danger of frost has passed.
For maximum bloom, plant them where they’ll get at
least 4 to 6 hours of direct sunlight daily and space
When shopping for geranium plants, choose plants
based on their color and size. Look for healthy leaves, the plants 8 - 12 inches apart. Geraniums need good
air circulation, but should be protected from strong
with no discolored spots above or underneath, fairly
compact growth with no straggly stems that indicate winds which can break their brittle branches.
it was grown in poor light, and no obvious pests.
Geraniums should be planted in moisture retentive,
Choose plants with some flowers that are just
but well drained good garden soils, at the same level
opening, so that you can see the color of the
as they were growing in pots. Mulch, where possible
blossoms.
to reduce soil temperature extremes and weed
growth.
Ivy geraniums are naturals for hanging baskets and
window boxes. Flowers borne in small clusters come
in a range of colors from the subtle white and mauve
to the strident shades of pink and red. A riot of color
in the spring, they continue the show through
summer into fall. Exemplary in a mass of single color
plantings, they also sparkle mixed with other trailing

Promptly deadhead spent flowering stems to promote
additional flowering. Pinch stems to prevent legginess
and promote bushiness.

Container: Use a container with drainage holes to
prevent soggy soil, which can cause root rot.

geraniums, popular mainstays in containers for indoor
and outdoor culture, also thrive in borders and beds
by themselves, or mixed in with other annuals. In fact,
these versatile plants are perfect for any spot that calls
for a splash of sparkling color throughout the season.

Soil: A good quality soil-less potting mix (not dirt).
Light: Full sun.

Reference Sources:

Water: Water thoroughly, allow to dry out before
watering again. Do not use a saucer under the
container unless filled with pebbles.

Esser, Mia, Pelargoniums, Rebo Productions, Ltd.
Feltwell, John, Geraniums & Pelargoniums, Firefly
Books Ltd., 2001
Penn State University, Landisville Trials Report
Texas Cooperative Extension, ‘The Scion’, April 2007
Russell, Alice B., ‘Geranium Culture for Home
Gardeners’, North Carolina State University,
Cooperative Extension Service
GardenGenetics, ‘Interspecific Pelargonium
Breeding’, 8/28/2010
Armitage, Allan, Dept. of Horticulture, University of
Georgia, Athens Trial Gardens

Fertilizer: Fertilize every 2 weeks with a balanced
water-soluble fertilizer at half strength.
Propagation: Unless you treat your plants as annuals,
take stem cuttings in early summer and root in fresh
potting mix.

Geraniums are not particularly prone to pests or
diseases, but they can fall prey to fungal and bacterial
attacks, so it is important to know what to look for.
Zonal geraniums can be tricky to grow well in hot,
humid summer climates with periodic hard rainfall.
Poorly drained soils inevitably lead to stem and root
rots. Plants are susceptible to the fast-acting, airborne
fungal disease known as botrytis blight, causing
grayish-brown, fuzzy masses of fungal spores which
eventually turn mushy. Though attacks on blossoms
are most prevalent, it can infect any plant part.
Earbud caterpillars may chew holes in buds and
blossoms. Xanthomonas hortorum pv. pelargonii (syn.
Xanthomonas campestris pv. pelargonii) is a
widespread and damaging pathogen of zonal, regal
and ivy-leaved geraniums. Spread by infected plants
and contaminated tools, it attacks the vascular system,
so that the plant – whole or in part – wilts in the heat
of the sun. An early symptom is leaf spot. There is no
cure; the only treatment is to dispose of the plant in
the trash. On indoor plants, monitor for whiteflies
and aphids.

Few plants offer such variation in flower color,
growth habit, leaf pattern, and scent. Lush growing

For More Information
Please consider our NGB member companies as
authoritative sources for information. At
www.ngb.org click on direct links to their websites by
selecting Member Info from the upper left menu for
the Complete Member List. Gardeners looking for
seed sources, select companies listed as Retail.
The National Garden Bureau recognizes Betty Earl as
the author of this article.

this inspiring handbook to design an inviting,
thriving landscape that reflects nature — and your
love of the earth.
What I personally like about this book is it gives you,
as the title states, clear step by step ideas on how to
create a natural area on your property to the level
you want to commit. Some will use the ideas in the
book to totally redesign their properties into a more
nature friendly environment while others will take a
few ideas and change how the accomplish items by
removing pesticides and fertilizers, making their
homes safer for not only the environment but also
their families. Just as
communicates smart gardening practices
for the gardeners of today, this book is a terrific
resource filled with practical and beautiful pictures of
what nature wants us to do with our gardens.
I remember back in the good old days (well maybe
not so good) when I was a landscaper and
naturescaping meant someone who didn’t cut lawns
and was looking for an excuse to tell city council.
Today when I drive around I see many gardeners
who have accomplished naturescaping on their
properties while still having an attractive landscape
that makes their neighbors jealous. Times have
changed for the better.

With nature as your guide, your dream garden is
within reach — one that rarely needs weeding,
pruning, watering, fertilizing, or mowing. One that
will take less time, money, and energy keeping it
beautiful and healthy than you're spending on your
yard now. A garden that will produce the most
flavorful edibles, nurture plants to their full potential,
and provide a haven for beneficial bees, birds, and
butterflies.
In The Naturescaping Workbook, garden design
expert Beth Young helps make your ideal
naturescape a reality, walking you through the
process with easy worksheets and clear, encouraging
guidance. All you need is some outdoor space and

The book is a durable 228 page, 8 x 10 inch
paperback with 93 color photos and 14 drawings. It
retails for $24.95 and is available at
www.timberpress.com. I highly recommend this
book as a great learning tool for you to become more
nature friendly.
The review copy of this book will be available to win.
Just send an e-mail to:
contest@organicgardenstoday.com
and one lucky winner will win and the book will be
sent to you.
Free to enter, free to win. Does it get any better?
Dave

See you for the Summer edition, available on
June 21st. Thank you for reading and
remember to recommend us to your friends!

